reloading 357 maximum page reloadammo com - return to previous page reloading the 357 remington maximum photo
mds 2009 l to r 38 special 357 magnum 357 maximum this is the monster long round that is, welcome to the predator
masters forums hunting the hunters - i just bought a contender frame and am looking for my first pistol barrel for it im
looking for something relatively quiet that will take care of coyotes out to 100 or maby just over, reloading 32 20 page
reloading pages of m d smith - return to previous page reloading the 32 20 winchester swc semi wadcutter fmc full metal
case fmj full metal jacket jhp jacketed hollow point and if gc indicated means gas check at bottom of lead bullet, 30 30
contender plaything shooters forum - hi i will soon be the owner of a 30 30 10 contender barrel it is something for me to
play with the barrel is a t c product i will shoot it on a very early frame 26xx, 7mm 08 reloading shooters forum - i m going
to start reloading for my wife s new rem 700 in 7mm 08 using barnes txs 120 gr bullets just wondering if any of you guys
have recommendations or experience with these bullets, handloading presses buy reloading presses online - reloading
presses midsouth is the leader in providing high quality brand press and press kits at the lowest possible prices we
carry the full line of all major manufacturers from hornady to lee lyman to mec, 480 ruger reloading tips ruger forum - 480
ruger reloading tips this is a discussion on 480 ruger reloading topics within the reloading forums part of the firearm forum
category hello everyone i am sick of spending big bucks on rounds from hornady and buffalo bore so i picked up the dies to
add to, high pressure 45 colt loads chuckhawks com - high pressure loads for the 45 colt by chuck hawks illustration
courtesy of hornady mfg co for the purposes of this article by high pressure i mean pressures above the industry accepted
saami maximum pressure limit, varmint al s favorite links page - guns and hunting forums asking answering questions
california predators club forum this is the best forum i have found i visit it every day once i found out about the view new
posts option it has become my favorite, 45 colt 45 long colt chuckhawks com - the 45 colt by chuck hawks illustration
courtesy of hornady mfg co the 45 colt sometimes called the 45 long colt to distinguish it from the short 45 cartridge
historically required by the s w schofield revolver as well as the 45 acp also sometimes incorrectly referred to as the 45 colt
is the oldest service cartridge still in use today, varmint al s handloading reloading page - some finer points on
handloading reloading nit picking and improving accuracy by careful case preparation case preparation a few years ago you
could shrink your groups 1 4 by just subscribing to precision shooting magazine in those days there were good articles on
precision reloading in each issue, Hodgdon announces new upgraded hodgdon load data center - shawnee mission ks
ammoland com Hodgdon has upgraded the performance and look of its free on line reloading data resource already the
most comprehensive on line searchable and sort able, 41 mag and hornady 210gr xtp ruger forum - 41 mag and hornady
210gr xtp this is a discussion on 41 mag and hornady 210gr xtp within the reloading forums part of the firearm forum
category i have a 41 mag blackhawk with 4 5 8 bbl i loaded up several rounds with 22gr of w296 to see how the recoil would,
sig sauer p226 ldc ii supermatch stainless 9mm - buy sig sauer p226 ldc ii supermatch stainless 9mm gunbroker is the
largest seller of semi auto pistols pistols guns firearms all, 30 30 with spitzer tips the firearms forum the buying
- i have a savage model 340a the beauty of it is that i can load it with pointed bullets the speer manual however does not list any loads
with spitzer type bullets due to the overwhelming number of mod 94 s and 336 s, Browning a5 classic engraved 12 ga w
box semi auto - buy browning a5 classic engraved 12 ga w box gunbroker is the largest seller of semi auto shotguns
shotguns guns firearms all, dan wesson 414 supermag welcome to ihmsa - dan wesson 414 supermag by todd spotti the
414 was the last of the super mag series to be developed by ihmsa s late founder elgin gates the others being the 357 and
445 supermags, handguns in 9mm for less than 750 gun carrier - when it comes to handguns there is no one size fits all
option after all what suits one person well may be uncomfortable for another the good news is you can buy handguns for
sale that match your personality and your budget one of these is the springfield xd9 this polymer framed handgun has a, 7
best handguns for women 2019 pew pew tactical - bunch of pink guns this won t be some list of tiny pink guns either i ll
walk you through unique considerations for female shooters and walk through my top 7 handguns for women and if you re
really new or never received formal instruction check out our video beginner handgun course all of the most important
information with none of the condescending attitude, Ruger rifles model 77 local deals national for sale - the word
papoose comes from the algonquian word papoos and means child marlin s diminutive semi auto rifle has undergone a
variety of iterations over the last thirty odd years but the original concept behind the famous nickname has remained the
same, 256 mannlicher sporting rifle rathcoombe manor - the legendary mannlicher while the mauser model 1898 rifle is
the reigning king of all big game firearms if there were any contender for the title it would be the mannlicher